CELEBRITY CIPHER by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“EKX TCVE VUW FU JUPSFE AUXPX CJ SONUXT TG JSEKXD WSNX TX XSDRG CF SICZE SPEUFW BSV, OCF’ E WXE PSZWKE SPEUFW.” — LUXJXD VZEKXD RFSO

Previous Solution: “Practically all the relationships I know are based on a foundation of lies and mutually accepted delusion.” — Kim Cattrall

TODAY’S CLUE: 9 speenbe 9
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CELEBRITY CIPHER by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“HS’O TXZV SNTOR PNT KMR BRMOHORSX KS XI PHZZHXJ ST OSEIV SNHXJO IRRBZV, PNT KFNHRWR SNR YKOSRM PTMG.” — BKEZT FTRZNT

Previous Solution: “Only the dead have seen the end of war.” — Plato

“Peace is the virtue of civilization. War is its crime.” — Victor Hugo

TODAY’S CLUE: 9 speenbe 9
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CELEBRITY CIPHER by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“TS GOHS O DNG WNU JUOIGSM OV VSBNIM-TOZS WSRAIAVGV, TPOG NYU RNGPSUV OIM OYIGV MAM WNU YV.” — ZSUO WOURAO

Previous Solution: “Reality is never as bad as a nightmare, as the mental tortures we inflict on ourselves.” — Sammy Davis Jr.
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CELEBRITY CIPHER by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“HTSO KFZ XZBX FB EZ YZZS KFZ ZSX HN GBU.” — VTBKH “VZBMZ LY KFZ ELUKCZ HN MLELTIRBKLHS. GBU L Y LKY MULWZ.” — ELMKHU FCJH

Previous Solution: “The most significant piece of advice my father gave me early on about acting was, ‘Don’t get caught acting.’” — Kiefer Sutherland
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CELEBRITY CIPHER by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“LPRFEHD EA MPJPL RA TRK RA RMEUZHBRLP, RA HZP BPMHRF HXLHNLPACP EMIFEHO X M XNLPFJP "AABBD KRJEASL.”

Previous Solution: “It’s only those who are persistent and willing to study things deeply, who achieve the Master Work.” — Paulo Coelho
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CELEBRITY CIPHER by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“TKWWGLND D ZEJNL DLNKVD GL JTHZRCT K OZZH BZR O GOL’ J VLMZ BZR ANEJ ZWNL.” — FZTL UKHHBSZHN

Previous Solution: “We take a lot for granted as second-wave feminists, what our mothers and aunts did for us.” — Vera Farmiga
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